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- Corrosion Resistant 
- Impossible to Smudge
- Easy-to-Clean
- Low Maintenance
- Lifetime Warranty
- Color Options
- Sleek Design
- Easy-to-Install
- Cost Effective
- Adaptable for Unique Lighting

Vinson      Baseboards      

Vinson Baseboards are engineered to be quick with any installation. If 
you will like installation specialists to visit your project and install the 
units for you, please give one of our customer support engineers a call 
and we will provide you direct installation service. No matter the fit, 
Green Oxen will supply and install Vinson Baseboards that will exceed 
your expectations of what modern and practical baseboards can be.     

Protect your walls against impacts with Vinson Baseboards by Green 
Oxen. Bring any room or hallway together with small, but powerful, 
visual details like designer baseboards that support the whole effect 
of tasteful design. The lightweight Vinson baseboards are easy to 
install, easy to clean, and easy on the eyes. 
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What makes Vinson Baseboards unique is its design and 
aluminum composition. Baseboards play an important 
role protecting the wall and floor of your room, but they 
also balance the room’s appearance. The aluminum 
composition is easy to clean, is corrosion resistant, and 
hard to damage. 

Another unique feature to Vinson Baseboards is its 
adaptability to feature lighting. The top portion of the 
baseboard contains an inverted ridge that can hold lights 
or a strip of lights. Such accents create an inviting and 
clean setting to almost any room.
 
Vinson Baseboards are to be used in homes, office buildings, hotels, schools, public 
facilities and other areas of heavy use. Different colors and finishes are available to fit 
each owner’s taste. Vinson Baseboards can also enhance LEED projects as its recycled 
content is high and has unmatched recyclability.
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To forge Vinson Baseboards, recycled aluminum is used as its base 
material and the electricity used to cut the extrusions is generated 
from wind power using the wind turbine that powers the Green 
Oxen facility. 
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We are here to offer our customers a premium, unique, and memorable solution to their baseboard needs. 
Custom lengths and custom fittings can be ordered by calling  the Green Oxen facility and speaking with a 
customer support engineer. Give us a call or write us an email and let us answer your questions.
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Vinson      Baseboards      
How to Install

Vinson Baseboard come with clips that mount onto the studs 
of any wall. If you choose to cut your baseboard to your 
measurements on site, simply cut the metal with a miter saw. 
Please note the blade you use must be an aluminum cutting 
blade. When your board is the desired length, simply snap the 
board onto the clip that is mounted to the stud and your Vinson 
Baseboard is installed. Lights can be installed by Green Oxen 
prior to shipping or can be installed by you.  
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Vinson Baseboards work with any color of light. If you will like 
to see what the Vinson baseboard looks like with a particular 
color light, please contact Green Oxen and photos or videos 
will be provided.
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Vinson      Baseboards      
Green Oxen Architectural Solutions is a division of Automatic Manufacturing Systems, Inc., a company with 25 years of 
experience delivering manufacturing solutions to industry. We now operate Green Oxen and other brands that focus on 
engineering high quality, sustainable, American made products.  Please visit greenoxen.com to learn more. 


